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Abstract—Channel coding may be viewed as the bestinformed and most potent component of cellular communication systems, which is used for correcting the
transmission errors inflicted by noise, interference and
fading. The powerful turbo code was selected to provide
channel coding for Mobile Broad Band (MBB) data in
the 3G UMTS and 4G LTE cellular systems. However,
the 3GPP standardization group has recently debated
whether it should be replaced by Low Density Parity
Check (LDPC) or polar codes in 5G New Radio (NR),
ultimately reaching the decision to adopt the LDPC
code family for enhanced Mobile Broad Band (eMBB)
data and polar codes for eMBB control. This paper
summarises the factors that influenced this debate, with
a particular focus on the Application Specific Integrated
Circuit (ASIC) implementation of the decoders of these
three codes. We show that the overall implementation
complexity of turbo, LDPC and polar decoders depends
on numerous other factors beyond their computational
complexity. More specifically, we compare the throughput, error correction capability, flexibility, area efficiency
and energy efficiency of ASIC implementations drawn
from 110 papers and use the results for characterising
the advantages and disadvantages of these three codes
as well as for avoiding pitfalls and for providing design
guidelines.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In cellular communication systems such as 3G
UMTS [1] and 4G LTE [2], wireless transmission
is used to convey data between user equipment and
basestations, where the latter act as gatekeepers to
the Internet and telephone networks. However, the
received data typically differs from the transmitted
data, owing to transmission errors caused by noise,
interference and fading. In order to correct these
transmission errors, cellular communication systems
use forward error correction channel codes. More
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specifically, a channel encoder is used in the transmitter (be it the user equipment or the basestation) to
convert each so-called information block comprising
K data bits into a longer encoded block comprising
N > K encoded bits, which are transmitted. In the
receiver, the additional (N − K) encoded bits provide
the channel decoder with redundancy that allows it
to detect and correct transmission errors within the
original K information bits.
If the noise, interference or fading is particularly
severe, then a low coding rate R = K/N will be
required for the channel decoder to successfully detect
and correct all transmission errors. However, a low
coding rate implies the transmission of a high number
N of encoded bits, which consume precious transmission time, energy and bandwidth resources. Therefore,
desirable channel codes allow the successful detection
and correction of transmission errors at coding rates
R that approach the theoretical channel capacity [3].
In the past couple of decades, several near-capacity
channel codes have emerged, including the classic
turbo codes [4] adopted by the 3G UMTS [1] and 4G
LTE [2] mobile broadband standards, the Low Density
Parity Check (LDPC) codes [5] ratified by the WiFi
[6], WiMax [7], WiGig [8], DVB-S2 [9] and 10GBaseT [10] standards as well as the more recent polar
codes [11]. Both the turbo and LDPC codes employ
an iterative decoding process, in which each successive
attempt at decoding the information block informs the
next, until the process converges to a legitimate codeword. By contrast, polar codes select the recovered
information block from a list of candidates obtained
from the associated parallel successive cancellation
decoding processes, in which the decoding of each
successive information bit informs the decoding of
the next. For all three codes, the channel decoder
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TABLE I: List of abbreviations appeared in this paper
64QAM
APP
ACS
ASIC
AWGN
BEC
BPSK
BER
BLER
CN
DTS
eMBB
FER
FPGA
FPTD
HARQ
IoT
LDPC
Log-MAP
Log-BCJR
LLR
LOS
LTE
MAP
MBB
mMTC
mmWave
NB-IoT
NSW
NR
PCM
QPSK
QPP
SC
SCL
SNR
VN
URLLC

ABBREVIATIONS
M = 64-ary Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
{A Posteriori} Probability
Add Compare Select
Application Specific Integrated Circuit
Additive White Gaussian Noise
Binary Erasure Channel
Binary Phase Shift Keying
Bit Error Rate
Block Error Rate
Check Node
Double Thresholding Strategy
enhanced Mobile Broad Band
Frame Error Ratio
Field Programmable Gate Array
Fully-Parallel Turbo Decoder
Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest
Internet of Things
Low Density Parity Check
Logarithmic Maximum {A Posteriori}
Logarithmic Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-Raviv
Logarithmic Likelihood Ratio
Line-of-Sight
Long Term Evolution
Maximum A-Posteriori
Mobile Broad Band
massive Machine Type Communication
Millimeter Wave
Narrow Band Internet of Things
Non-Sliding Window
New Radio
Parity Check Matrix
Quaternary Phase Shift Keying
Quadratic Polynomial Permutation
Successive Cancellation
Successive Cancellation List
Signal to Noise Ratio
Variable Node
Ultra-Reliable Low Latency Communication

has a much higher complexity than the corresponding
encoder, since it uses iterative or parallel decoding
processes, which rely on probabilistic representations
of the encoded bits to overcome the uncertainty introduced by noise, interference and fading. Owing
to this, it is the error correction performance and
implementation characteristics of the channel decoder
that are typically the main concerns when designing
a channel code. These implementation characteristics
include reconfiguration flexibility, processing throughput, processing latency, energy efficiency and hardware
efficiency.
At the time of writing, the 3GPP standardization
group is deliberating on the 5G specifications under the
terminology of New Radio (NR), where the turbo code
of the operational 3G UMTS and 4G LTE systems
has been replaced by an LDPC code for its enhanced
Mobile Broad Band (eMBB) data mode, supported by

a polar code in the eMBB control mode. To elaborate a
little further, the turbo code has been replaced, because
it is considered to be incapable of efficiently achieving
the multi-Gbps processing throughput required for
eMBB. In addition to having an increased throughput,
the eMBB mode aims for attaining an improved coverage, which will enable faster file-downloads and more
reliable video streaming, for example. Furthermore,
5G is also targeting both Ultra-Reliable Low Latency
Communication (URLLC) and massive Machine Type
Communication (mMTC) [12] applications. Explicitly,
URLLC will offer significantly improved error correction capability and latency, in order to support missioncritical applications, such as autonomous vehicles [13].
By contrast, mMTC will offer significantly improved
energy efficiency for the Internet of Things (IoT).
There are several survey papers [14]–[22], which
discussed the implementation of channel decoders. For
example, Roth et al. reviewed the trade-offs of area,
throughput, and energy-efficiency in the content of
the Very-large-scale Integration (VLSI) implementation of LDPC decoders. Brejza et al. disseminated a
comprehensive treatise on the design of energy-aware
turbo coding and its related applications. Hailes et al.
reviewed the LDPC decoder implementations based on
Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) at a glance.
Hence the main channel decoding implementation oriented survey papers are listed in Table II.
Against the background described above, this treatise provides an overview and comparison of turbo,
LDPC and polar codes, with particular focus on their
capability to meet the different requirements associated
with the eMBB, URLLC and mMTC applications
of 5G, as detailed in Section II. The operation and
characteristics of turbo, LDPC and polar codes are
detailed in Section III. The processing throughput,
error correction capability and flexibility of 110 published Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC)
based turbo, LDPC and polar implementations will
be characterised in Section IV as a function of their
area- and energy-efficiency. Finally, Section V presents
recommendations for channel decoder designers as
well as conclusions and opportunities for future work.
The structure of this paper has been illustrated in the
Fig. 1 for better understanding.
II. THE REQUIREMENTS FOR 5G
Like 3G UMTS and 4G LTE, the aim of the 3GPP
5G NR is to continue the trend of offering substantially
improved user experience and more diverse applications for cellular communications. However, this will
2
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TABLE II: Comparison of different channel coding implementation survey papers.
Year
2010

Paper
H. Mercier et al. [14]

2011

C. Roth et al. [15]

2012

Nasruminallah and L. Hanzo [16]

2013
2015
2015

H. Chen and R. G. Maunder and L.
Hanzo [17]
Y. Fang et al. [18]
E. Ankan et al. [19]

2016

M. F. Brejza et al. [20]

2016
2017

P. Hailes et al. [21]
H. Ben Thameur et al. [22]
This paper

Focus/Main contribution
Survey of error correcting codes for channels corrupted by synchronization
errors with potential applications and challenges
Survey of area, throughput, and energy-efficiency trade-offs in the VLSI
implementation of LDPC decoders
Source and channel decoding and their iterative decoding and transmission
schemes offered to multimedia communication systems
Low-complexity turbo coding techniques and a holistic hybrid ARQ design
Protograph LDPC codes and their applications
Challenges and new directions in spatially coupled LDPC codes, non-bionary
LDPC codes, and polar coding
Turbo coding and energy-aware design guidelines for energy-constrained
wireless applications
LDPC decoder implementations based on FPGA
LDPC convolutional codes design based on different scheduling techniques
Research of turbo, LDPC and polar decoder ASIC implementation and design
comparison

Requirement of 5G

simultaneously using a single channel code. Therefore,
it may be expected that different channel codes are
adopted for different applications.

Background on channel codes
A. Processing throughput
Turbo codes and decoding
LDPC codes and decoding
Polar codes and decoding

Comparison
Information throughput
Error correction capability
Flexibility

Recommendations and conclusion
Appendix: Table of survey results
Fig. 1: Structure of this paper

impose stricter requirements upon all system components, including the channel code [23], as summarized
in the following discussions. Note that the different
eMBB, and mMTC applications for 5G impose different requirements, which may be impossible to meet

The strictest throughput requirements are imposed
by the eMBB applications of 3GPP 5G NR. A peak
transmission throughput of 20 Gbps is targeted for
these eMBB applications, which is much higher than
the 1 Gbps achieved by 4G LTE. During video streaming, this significantly improved throughput will enable
opportunistic forward buffering, when the channel
conditions are favorable, for example. This will substantially increase the reliability of streamed video,
which currently suffers from ’stutter’ when the channel
conditions become unfavorable.
Since all received information has to pass through
the channel decoder, it must offer an information
throughput of T = 20 Gbps. Achieving this information throughput will require a high degree of parallel
processing. If we (perhaps optimistically) assume that
I = 10 decoding steps (namely iterations or successive
cancellation steps) are required and that the channel
decoder processors can operate at a clock frequency of
F = 1 GHz, then at least P = I · T /F = 200 parallel
processors will be required. This parallelism may be
implemented internally, by using an array of P processors that collaborate during the processing of each
block. Alternatively, a high information throughput can
be achieved using external parallelism, where separate
channel decoders are used for processing multiple
blocks at the same time, or where multiple blocks are
‘unrolled’ and pipelined through the same decoder at
3
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the same time [24]. However, this external parallelism
approach does not achieve the same low latency benefit
of internal parallelism, as it will be discussed in the
following Section II-B.

B. Processing latency
The strictest latency requirements are imposed by
the URLLC applications of 3GPP 5G NR. An end-toend latency of 0.5 ms is targeted for these URLLC
applications, which is much lower than the 10 ms
achieved in 4G LTE [25]. This significantly improved
latency will allow user inputs made on a user equipment to be delivered to the cloud, processed on a
cloud computer and then returned to update the display
of the user equipment, without the user perceiving
an objectionable delay, for example. This will enable
new applications in user-specific 3D video rendering,
augmented reality, remote control and mobile gaming, among others. Furthermore, since machines are
more sensitive to latency than humans, these ultralow latencies will support new mMTC applications,
such as swarm robotics, factory automation, as well
as vehicular control and safety applications.
However, an end-to-end latency of 0.5 ms implies a
physical layer latency of 8 to 67 µs [26], which allows
data to be transmitted immediately after receiving
control information, within the guard interval duration
of 8 to 67 µs in the same time slot. Furthermore, the
channel decoder must share this latency budget with
many other physical layer components, such as channel estimation and demodulation. Owing to this, the
channel decoder should target processing latencies as
low as 0.665 µs [26]. This is achieved by channel decoders employing internal parallelism, which comprise
different processors that collaborate on the processing
of each block. Using this approach, an information
throughput of T = 20 Gbps for data blocks comprising
K = 10, 000 bits implies a processing latency of
L = K/T = 0.5µs, which meets the requirement
described above. Note that while a high throughput
can be achieved by using separate channel decoders to
process multiple blocks at the same time, this approach
does not improve the processing latency beyond that
of each individual channel decoder. In other words,
this relationship only holds under the assumption that
no parallel processing of multiple frames is carried out
at the same time, no pipelined operation of successive
decoding steps is employed

C. Error correction capability
The strictest error correction capability requirements
are imposed in the URLLC applications of 3GPP 5G
NR. The target for these URLLC applications is for
only 1 block in every 100,000 to suffer from excessive
transmission errors that cannot be corrected by the
channel decoder, when the transmission throughput
approaches the capacity of the communication link
between the user equipment and basestation. More
specifically, the URLLC channel code must not exhibit
an error floor above a Block Error Rate (BLER) of
10−5 [25]. This represents an order of magnitude
improvement upon that of the 4G LTE turbo code,
which has to guarantee a BLER below 10−4 [27].
This additional improved error correction requirement
further aggravates the improved latency requirement
of Section II-B, since it makes it ten times less likely
that the receiver will have to activate Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest (HARQ) [17], [28] to request
a retransmission of erroneously decoded information,
which imposes a significant additional latency. Despite
this however, HARQ will remain a vital component of
5G, in order to enable ultra-reliable communication.
D. Flexibility
The summary of requirements for 5G NR channel
decoder has been illustrated in Fig. 2. The design
of channel decoder has higher priority for variety
characteristics based on different scenarios. Unlike
other specifications, flexibility is necessary among
three main dimensions of 5G NR, owing to the wide
range of use cases targeted by each of eMBB, URLLC
and mMTC. Owing to this, the channel code must
support a wide variety of information block lengths K,
as well as a wide variety of coding rates R = K/N .
For example, short blocks comprising as few as tens
or hundreds of information bits may be expected to be
typical in URLLC, mMTC and control applications,
while long blocks comprising as many as thousands
of bits are typical in eMBB applications.
Likewise low coding rates will be required in rural
areas, where basestations are deployed sparsely for
covering large cells, while high coding rates may be
used for ultra-dense urban deployments having strong
Line-of-Sight (LOS). If the channel code does not
support a wide variety of information block lengths K,
then each information block may have to be padded
with a high number of wasteful dummy bits for ensuring that its length becomes one of those legitimate
ones supported by the channel code. Likewise, if the
channel code does not support a wide variety of coding
4
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URLLC
Latency
Error Correction Capability

Flexibility

Processing
Throughput

eMBB

Implementation
Complexity

mmTC

Fig. 2: Summary of requirements for 5G based on different scenario

rates R, then it may be necessary to select a rate that
is lower than it is actually required by the current
level of noise, interference and fading. Again, that
implies the transmission of a high number of wasteful
encoded bits. In both cases, the wasteful bits translate
into wasted bandwidth. More specifically, the waste results in each transmission having a higher bandwidth,
duration or energy than it is actually required, preventing other users from communicating at the same
frequency, time or location, without suffering from
increased interference. This will therefore degrade the
throughput, latency and error correction capability that
can be offered by the 3GPP 5G NR. For this reason,
the 5G flexibility requirement is key to unconditionally
fulfilling the other challenging 5G requirements of
Sections II-A to Section II-C.
E. Implementation complexity
The implementation complexity of a channel code
determines its hardware resource requirement and energy consumption. The strictest implementation complexity requirements are imposed by the mMTC applications of 3GPP 5G NR. In these mMTC applications,
low-cost IoT devices have to operate continuously
without recharging, while requiring very low chip
area and energy consumption. In the uplink, these
requirements are imposed upon the channel encoder,
while they are imposed on the decoder in the downlink.
In eMBB and URLLC applications, the hardware and
energy efficiencies of the channel encoder and decoder
have to be at least as good as those of 4G LTE.

Here, the hardware (or area) efficiency quantifies a
channel encoder’s or decoder’s information throughput
as a ratio to its ASIC area, which is measured in
Mbps/mm2 . Meanwhile the energy efficiency quantifies the number of information bits that may be decoded per nJ of energy consumed, which is equivalent
to Mbps/mW.
III. BACKGROUND ON THE CANDIDATE CHANNEL
CODES

This section provides background discussions of the
three mainstream channel codes considered in this
paper, namely the turbo, LDPC and polar codes. In
particular, we will detail the decoders of those codes,
where the decoders have much higher complexity than
the corresponding encoders. The following subsections
discuss each code in turn, with reference to the structures illustrated in Figure 4.
A. Turbo codes
Turbo codes may be considered to be very mature
in mobile broadband applications, since they were
selected to provide flexible channel coding in the 3G
UMTS [1] and 4G LTE [2] standards, which have been
widely adopted world wide. Furthermore, turbo codes
have been selected to provide channel coding in the
4G Narrow Band Internet of Things (NB-IoT) standard
[29] for machine type communications.
A turbo encoder [30] comprises a parallel concatenation of two convolutional encoders [31], which are
separated by an interleaver. The interleaver creates a
5
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Fig. 3: Turbo encoder schematic.

replica of the K-bit information block, but rearranges
the order of its bits according to a predetermined interleaving pattern. Following this, the two convolutional
encoders encode the pair of differently ordered information block and each generates a K-bit parity block,
as shown in Figure 3. These are typically concatenated
together with a third replica of the K-bit information
block, which is referred to as the systematic block.
Puncturing and repetition [32] may also be used to
remove or introduce additional bits for obtaining the
resultant N -bit encoded block. The N -bit encoded
block is then modulated and transmitted over the wireless channel, where it is exposed to noise interference
and fading. Owing to the uncertainty introduced by
these effects, the demodulator will typically be unable
to express absolute confidence in the values of the N
bits in the encoded block. Instead, the demodulator
may express its confidence in the value of each bit
using the corresponding Logarithmic Likelihood Ratio
(LLR) [33]. Each LLR provides the logarithm of
the ratio of the probabilities of the corresponding bit
having the value 0 and 1. This approach enables soft
turbo decoding, which iteratively exploits all received
information, despite the uncertainty introduced by the
wireless channel.
More specifically, the N LLRs of the encoded
block may be decomposed into a systematic block
and two parity blocks, each comprising K LLRs.
These may be entered into a pair of convolutional
decoders, which operate on the basis of the Maximum
A-Posteriori (MAP) algorithm, also known as the Logarithmic Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-Raviv (Log-BCJR) algorithm [34]. This employs a trellis diagram [31] for
describing the relationships between the encoded bits,

which may be recursed in forward and backward
directions [35] to obtain a block of K extrinsic LLRs
pertaining to the information block. These K extrinsic
LLRs are obtained by combining the received LLRs
using both addition and Jacobian logarithm [34] operations, which are also known as the max∗ operation.
The max∗ operation used for combining two LLRs x
and y is given by
max∗ (x, y) = max(x, y) + ln(1 + e−|y−x| ),

(1)

which is simplified as max∗ (x, y) ≈max(x, y) in the
so-called max-log-MAP algorithm [34]. The order of
these K extrinsic LLRs may be rearranged by the
interleaver and entered into the other convolutional
decoder as a block of K a priori LLRs. This supports the operation of the other convolutional decoder, enabling it to generate its own block of K
extrinsic LLRs pertaining to the information block.
In return, these extrinsic LLRs can be reordered by
the interleaver and forwarded as a priori LLRs to the
first convolutional decoder. These additional a priori
LLRs may be exploited during a second decoding
attempt of the first convolutional decoder, in order to
improve its operation. This process may continue, with
the two convolutional decoders iteratively exchanging
successively ever-higher-quality extrinsic LLRs, until
the process converges to a legitimate codeword. The
LLRs pertaining to the information block may then be
converted into the most likely bit values and output
[20].
As shown in Figure 4(a), turbo codes may be
considered to employ a regular structure, comprising
two rows of K trellis stages corresponding to the two
convolutional decoders, connected by the interleaver.
6
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In Figure 4(a), the vertical exchange of information
between the trellis stages via the interleaver corresponds to the iterative exchange of extrinsic LLRs,
while the horizontal exchange of information along the
two rows of trellis stages corresponds to the forward
and backward recursions of the Log-BCJR algorithm.
Since every trellis stage is identical, the turbo code
equally protects the K bits in each information block.
The complexity of the turbo code structure scales
with K, since the interconnections of the interleaver
pattern may be described by a 1 × K vector. Owing
to the regularity of this structure, turbo codes can be
readily designed to reuse hardware to flexibly support
a wide range of information block lengths K. However, the forward and backward recursions within the
Log-BCJR algorithm impose data dependencies, which
many can limit the degree of parallel processing in
practical implementations. This impediment has motivated substantial research efforts, which have mitigated
the data dependencies and increased the degree of
parallel processing using the techniques such as NonSliding Window (NSW) [36], radix-4 [36] and FullyParallel Turbo Decoder (FPTD) [37]. The impact of the
turbo decoder architecture on the error correction capability, throughput, area efficiency and energy efficiency
will be characterised in the scatter plots of Section IV.
Furthermore, it is typically necessary to define a different interleaver pattern for each supported information
block length K. In particular, the 4G LTE turbo code
employs a Quadratic Polynomial Permutation (QPP)
construction technique for generating 188 different
interleaver patterns for information block lengths K
in the range of 40 to 6144 bits [38].
In order to contrast the two extreme architectures
of fully-serial and fully-parallel turbo decoding, their
corresponding decoding schedules are illustrated in
Tables III and IV. As shown in Table III, the fullyserial turbo decoder uses a single processor operating
over K clock cycles to complete each of the forward
and backward recursions on each of the upper set
of trellis stages and lower set of trellis stages. In
total, each decoding iteration of the fully serial turbo
decoder requires 4×K clock cycles, owing to the data
dependencies imposed by the Log-BCJR algorithm.
However, these data dependencies are ignored in the
fully-parallel turbo decoder of Table IV, where a separate processor is used for each individual algorithmic
block, enabling the forward and backward recursions
of both upper and lower sets of trellis stages to be
completed at the same time. Therefore, one iteration
of fully-parallel turbo decoding can be finished in a

single clock cycle, using a total of 2 × K processors.
The examples of Tables III and IV illustrate the
contrast between serial and parallel turbo decoders.
The serial schedule efficiently propagates information
along the forward and backward recursions, enabling
a particular error correction capability to be achieved
with fewer iterations and lower complexity than the
parallel schedule. Despite this, the parallel schedule
requires significantly fewer clock cycles overall, leading to superior throughput and latency. The Area and
energy requirement of ASIC implementations of turbo
decoders tends to be dominated by the capacity of the
memory, which is the same for both the serial and
parallel schedules. Owing to this, the high throughput
of the parallel schedule typically leads to superior area
and energy efficiency. However, the reconfiguration
flexibility typically remains limited when implementing a parallel schedule due to the requirement for a
fully laid out interconnection network that supports all
interleaver designs, as will be detailed in Section IV.
Since the turbo code structure scales with the information block length K, the turbo decoder can be
said to decode the information bits directly, rather
than recovering the encoded bits and then extracting
the information bits. Owing to this, the decoding
complexity depends mainly on the information block
length K and hence it does not vary significantly
when the coding rate R is varied using puncturing and
repetition, as shown in Figure 6. More specifically, the
computational complexity C in terms of Add Compare
Select (ACS) operations can be seen to be linearly
proportional to the information block length K in
Figure 7. In other words, the complexity of a turbo
decoder is on the order of C = O(K). In this way,
the information throughput, and hence the decoding
latency, hardware efficiency and energy efficiency do
not vary significantly with the coding rate R, as shown
in Figure 5a. This is illustrated by the analogy of Figure 5b, which shows that the information throughput of
a turbo decoder remains constant, when the coding rate
R is adjusted by varying the puncturing or repetition.
B. LDPC codes
LDPC codes belong to an even more mature channel coding family than turbo codes, since they were
proposed by Gallager in his PhD thesis half-a-century
ago! They have also been selected for a variety of
standards conceived for diverse applications. Perhaps
most famously, LDPC coding is employed in WiFi [6],
which is designed for wireless local area networking
offering support for 12 combinations of medium infor7
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Fig. 4: Structures of turbo, LDPC and polar decoders.
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Fig. 5: (a) The relationship between information throughput and decoding latency, hardware efficiency and
energy efficiency, as well as an analogy using pumps, valves and pipes, to illustrate how the coding rate R of
(b) turbo and (c) LDPC or polar decoders affects their encoded and information throughputs.
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TABLE III: Decoding schedule for one iteration of fully serial turbo decoder.

Clock cycle
Processor 1

1st
U1

2nd
U2

3rd
U3

...
...

K th
UK

K + 1th
UK−1

...
...

2K th
U1

Clock cycle
Processor 1

2K + 1th
L1

2K + 2th
L2

2K + 3th
L3

...
...

3K th
LK

3K + 1th
LK−1

...
...

4K th
L1

TABLE IV: Decoding schedule for one iteration of fully parallel turbo decoder.

Processor
Clock cycle 1

1st
U1

2nd
U2

3rd
U3

...
...

mation block lengths K and high coding rates R. The
WiMAX standard [39] designed for mobile broadband
communication employs an LDPC code that supports
a similar range of information block lengths K and
coding rates R, but with 144 options within that range.
In the WiGig standard [8] ratified for Millimeter Wave
(mmWave) communication, an LDPC code supporting
4 combinations of medium information block lengths
K and high coding rates R is employed. The DVBS2 standard [9] for satellite communication employs
an LDPC code, which supports 29 combinations for
high information block lengths K and medium to high
coding rates R. In the Ethernet 10GBASE-T standard
[40], an LDPC code supporting only a single fixed
medium information block length K and a high coding
rate R is employed for facilitating a high processing
throughput. The impact of these different standards
[8], [9], [39], [40] upon the error correction capability,
throughput, area efficiency and energy efficiency, will
be characterized in the scatter plots of Section IV.
An LDPC encoder obtains an N -bit encoded block
U by multiplying a block of K information bits x by
a (K × N ) generator matrix G in GF(2), according to
U = G · x. In contrast to a turbo decoder, an LDPC
decoder employs an irregular factor graph structure
[21], which applies unequal protection to the K bits
in each information block. More specifically, N LLRs
pertaining to the encoded block are forwarded to a
corresponding set of N Variable Nodes (VNs), which
are connected to (N − K) Check Nodes (CNs). In
detail, the V th VN is connected to dv number of
CNs, where dv is referred to as the degree of the VN.
Similarly, the C th CN is connected to dc number of
VNs, where dc is referred to as the degree of the CN.
In a similar manner to a turbo decoder, an iterative sum
product decoding process [21] is used for exchanging
extrinsic LLRs between the connected VNs and CNs.

K th
UK

K + 1th
L1

...
...

2K th
LK

More specifically, the extrinsic LLR provided by a VN
for each of its connected CNs is obtained as the sum of
the LLRs provided by all other connected CNs plus the
LLR provided by the channel. Meanwhile, the extrinsic
LLR provided by a CN for each of its connected VNs
is obtained by the so-called box-plus summation of
the LLRs provided by all other connected VNs. To
elaborate a little further, the box-plus sum of two LLRs
x and y is given by
min∗ (x, y) =sign(x) · sign(y) · min(| x |, | y |)
+ ln(1 + e−|x+y| ) − ln(1 + e−|x−y| )
(2)
which is simplified to
min∗ (x, y) ≈ sign(x) · sign(y) · min(| x |, | y |) (3)
in the so-called min-sum algorithm [41].
The complexity of this factor graph structure scales
with the encoded block length N , since the interconnections between the VNs and CNs in the LDPC
decoder may be described by a (N − K) × N matrix,
which is referred to as the Parity Check Matrix (PCM)
[21]. Note that the dimensions of the PCM grow as the
coding rate R is reduced.
The computations performed within each LDPC
VN and CN typically impose a significantly lower
complexity than the computations performed for each
trellis stage of a turbo code, hence typically leading
to a lower LDPC decoder complexity, particularly at
high coding rates. However, while a turbo decoder has
K random interconnections in its interleaver, an LDPC
factor graph has K ·µ[dv ]/R random interconnections,
where µ[dv ] is the average number of CNs that each
VN is connected to. Depending on the design of the
LDPC code, an LDPC decoder may have several times
more random interconnections than an equivalent turbo
decoder, particularly at lower coding rates. For example, in the case of the WiFi LDPC codes, where we
10
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have mean[dv ] = 3.5 [42], the R = 1/2 interconnection complexity is 7 times higher than that of a turbo
decoder having the same information block length K.
Since different components of an LDPC decoder have
different irregular numbers of connections, it can be
a significant challenge to implement flexible LDPC
decoders that support various block lengths K and
coding rates R, at a high throughput, as it will be
demonstrated in Section IV-C. This flexibility is typically achieved by defining a different PCM for each
supported combination of information block length K
and coding rate R, when requiring the decoder to
support a wide variety of PCMs.
However, in contrast to turbo decoders, LDPC decoders only have connectivity through the interleaver.
More specifically, LDPC decoders do not suffer from
the data dependencies that are imposed by the serial
nature of the forward and backward recursions used
by the Log-BCJR algorithm during turbo decoding.
Owing to this, the designers of LDPC decoders are
free to implement parallel processing to a wide variety
of degrees and using a wide variety of techniques, including block parallel [43], row parallel [44] and fully
parallel [45] arrangements. In analogy to the fullyserial and fully-parallel turbo decoding of Tables III
and IV, LDPC decoding can be completed using the
more-serial layered belief propagation schedule [46]
or the extreme of the fully-parallel flooding schedule
[45]. As in turbo decoding, a higher degree of parallelism leads to higher throughput, area and energy
efficiency, but degraded error correction performance
and flexibility, as it will be discussed in Section IV.
Furthermore, as shown in Figure 6, the complexity,
throughput, latency, hardware efficiency and energy efficiency of LDPC decoders are degraded at low coding
rates R, owing to two fundamental reasons. Firstly, the
number of rows in an LDPC PCM grows as the coding
rate R is reduced, which implies having a higher
number of CNs requiring computation. Secondly, the
number of columns in the PCM and the number of
VNs in the factor graph is given by the encoded block
length N , which dictates the input and output interface
to the LDPC decoder, as shown in Figure 4(b). Since
LDPC decoders must recover 1/R encoded bits in
order to decode each information bit, their information
throughputs scale down proportionately with the coding rate R, as illustrated by the analogy of Figure 5a.
This analogy shows that the information throughput
of an LDPC decoder varies when the coding rate is
adjusted, since this controls the specific fraction of
the N recovered bits that correspond to information

bits. As the coding rate of an LDPC is increased, the
dimensions of its PCM are reduced and its complexity
C is decreased, as shown in Figure 6. However, when
the coding rate R is fixed, increasing the information
block length K will increase the dimensions of the
PCM, hence increasing the computational complexity
of the LDPC decoder, as shown in Figure 7. In general
terms, it may be said that the complexity of an LDPC
decoder is on the order of C = O(K/R).
C. Polar codes
While turbo and LDPC codes have been researched
and developed over the last 20 years, polar codes
[11] were not proposed until 2009. Owing to this,
polar codes were not adopted in any standards or
consumer devices before the control channel of 3GPP
NR eMBB. This limited their scope to proof of concept
demonstrators and academic publications.
During polar encoding, the K information bits are
interleaved with (M − K) frozen bits, which have
a fixed value of zero. The frozen bits are positioned
according to a prescribed bit pattern, which should be
optimised for each supported combination of K and
R. Here, the number of frozen bits (M − K) should
be chosen for ensuring that the number of bits in the
resultant bit sequence is a power of two, yielding M =
2dlog2 (N )e , where d·e is the ceiling function. These
bits are combined using XOR operations according to
a Kronecker matrix [11], in analogy to Figure 4(c),
which illustrates the regular recursive structure of a
polar code. This process may be represented by the
multiplication of the information bit vector x by a
generator matrix G in GF(2), obtaining the encoded
bit vector as U = G · x. For example, in the case of
M = 8, the corresponding Kronecker matrix is given
by 1


1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0


1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0


1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

G=
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0


1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0


1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Following this, (M − N ) of the resultant bits are
punctured or shortened, in order to reduce the length
of the resultant encoded block to N bits. Alternatively,
repetition may be used for increasing N above M in
1 Given the inclusion of frozen bits, the matrix becomes an [M ×
M ]-element matrix, rather than [N × K] matrix.
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cases, where N is slightly higher than a power of two.
A polar decoder comprises a structured graph of VNs
and CNs, all having a degree of no more than 3, as
shown in Figure 4(c). At the start of the decoding
process, the N LLRs provided by the demodulator
are depunctured and forwarded to the inputs on the
right of Figure 4(c). During the decoding process, the
LLRs are propagated through the check nodes from
right to the left of Figure 4(c). Here, each check node
combines a pair of LLRs using the box-plus operation
of Equation (2) or its min-sum approximation as shown
in Equation (3). After the propagation of LLRs, hard
decisions are made for each of the information bits
on the left of Figure 4(c) in the order commencing
from top to bottom. More specifically, these hard
decisions are propagated from left to right, to the
VNs, allowing them to pass LLRs to the CNs to
propagate from right to left. Here, each VN either adds
or subtracts an LLR from another, depending on the
value of the bit propagated to it. In this way, each
successive hard decision enables further hard decisions
for subsequent bits. In order to guard against erroneous
hard decisions affecting all subsequent decisions, a list
of the L best hard decision based sequences can be
maintained during the so-called Successive Cancellation List (SCL) based decoding process [47] where
the best candidate is then output at the end of the
process. Following this, the (M − K) frozen bits can
be removed and the K recovered information bits can
be output. Note that in the special case of L = 1, the
SCL algorithm becomes the Successive Cancellation
(SC) algorithm. In analogy to the fully-serial and fullyparallel turbo decoding schedules of Tables III and IV,
polar decoding can be completed using the more-serial
SC algorithm and its variants [48], or the fully-parallel
belief propagation algorithm [49]. As in turbo and
LDPC decoding, a higher degree of parallelism leads
to a higher throughput, area and energy efficiency, at
the cost of a degraded error correction performance
and flexibility, as it will be discussed in Section IV.
Owing to the low degrees of its VNs and CNs,
the computational complexity of a polar decoder is
relatively low compared to that of an LDPC decoder,
as determined by the list size L, which scales the
complexity linearly, as shown in Figure 6. Like LDPC
codes, the structure of polar codes scales with the encoded block length N , rather than with the information
block length K as in turbo codes. Owing to this, the
complexity and encoded throughput of a polar decoder
typically remains constant, when the encoded block
length N is kept constant, but the information block

length K is changed. However, since 1/R encoded
bits must be decoded in order to recover each information bit, the information throughput typically scales
proportionately with the coding rate R, as illustrated
by the stylized analogy of Figure 5c. Owing to this, as
shown in Figure 6, the complexity, hardware efficiency
and latency of polar decoders are degraded for lower
coding rates and improved for higher coding rates,
following a similar trend to that of LDPC decoders.
On the same note, similarly to LDPC codes, the
computational complexity of a polar code grows with
the encoded block length N , as shown in Figure 6 and
7. More specifically, the dimensions of the polar code
graph and hence the
 complexity
 grows according to
K
K
the order of C = O
log
. Note however that a
R
R
simplified successive-cancellation list based algorithm
[50] may be used for reducing the computational
complexity of polar decoders having low coding rates,
for example. More specifically, this technique reduces
the complexity of processing the frozen bits, which
become more prevalent at low coding rates R. Note
however that fast simplified successive-cancellation list
based algorithm [50] may be used for reducing the
computational complexity of polar decoders having
low coding rates, for example. More specifically, this
technique reduces the complexity of processing the
frozen bits, which become more prevalent at low
coding rates R.
IV. C OMPARISON OF TURBO , LDPC AND POLAR
DECODERS

This section provides a comprehensive comparison of 100+ state-of-the-art ASIC implementations of
turbo, LDPC and polar decoders. The key performance
characteristics of a channel decoder are its processing latency, information throughput, error correction
capability, flexibility, area efficiency and energy efficiency, as illustrated in Figure 8. When employed
in a particular application, certain minimum performance requirements are imposed upon the information
throughput (and on the resultant processing latency),
error correction capability and flexibility of the channel
decoder ASIC implementations. Within the constraints
imposed by meeting these requirements, the design of
a channel decoder ASIC should focus on optimising
the area- and energy- efficiency, since they directly
determine the implementation and running cost or the
battery lifetime of basestations and user equipment.
Motivated by this, the following subsections consider
the information throughput, error correction capability
and flexibility of the ASIC implementations in turn,
12
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Fig. 6: Computational complexity versus coding rate R for various enhanced turbo, LDPC and polar decoders
having information block lengths of K = 1024. Here the enhanced turbo code of [51] employs I = 8 decoding
iterations, the adjusted min-sum LDPC decoder of [52] employs I = 25 iterations and the polar decoder of [53]
employs list sizes of L ∈ {4, 8, 16, 32}.

each as functions of the area- and energy- efficiency.
Each subsection includes plots, which are derived from
the data presented in Table VI of the Appendix.
A. The information throughput vs. area- and energyefficiency
Figure 9 characterises the relationship between the
information throughput and area-efficiency of 100+
ASIC implementations of channel decoders, where
the shape of the data points distinguishes the turbo,
LDPC and polar decoders. Where a channel decoder
supports multiple coding rates R and/or block sizes
K, the corresponding information throughputs have
been averaged in Figure 9. Furthermore, in order to
present a fair comparison amongst ASICs implemented
at different technology scales, the results of Figure 9
have all been scaled to 65 nm. Explicitly, 65 nm was
chosen, since it is the standard technology scale that
is closest to the average of the ASICs considered in
this paper. Here, scaling is applied to the performance

characteristics of an ASIC implementation using a
scaling factor, which is calculated as the ratio between
the ASIC’s technology scale and the target technology
scale of 65 nm. The scaled information throughput,
area and power consumption are obtained by multiplying the ASICs information throughput by the scaling
factor [54], the inverse square of the scaling factor and
the inverse of the scaling factor, respectively. Owing
to this, the area-efficiency and energy-efficiency are
proportional to the cube and the square of the scaling
factor, respectively.
Figure 9 illustrates the difference between the information throughputs achieved by the turbo, LDPC
and polar decoders. The considered turbo decoder
implementations appear to have the largest portion of
decoders associated with low information throughputs,
which may be attributed to their low degrees of
parallelism imposed by the data dependencies of the
Log-BCJR algorithm, as discussed in Section III-A.
Likewise, the parallelism of polar decoder implemen13
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Fig. 7: Computational complexity versus block length K for various enhanced turbo, LDPC and polar decoders
having coding rate R = 1/2. Here the enhanced turbo code of [51] employs I = 8 decoding iterations, the
adjusted min-sum LDPC decoder of [52] employs I = 25 iterations and the polar decoder of [53] employs list
sizes of L ∈ {4, 8, 16, 32}.

tations is typically limited, owing to the strict data
dependencies of the SC and SCL decoding algorithms,
as we discussed in Section III-C. Finally, the LDPC
decoder implementations have the highest portion of
decoders associated with high information throughputs, owing to the high degree of parallelism achieved
by the min-sum algorithm, as discussed in Section IIIB.
As mentioned in Section II-A, attaining a peak information throughput of 20 Gbps is a key requirement
for 5G communication. As shown in Figure 9, the only
turbo decoder that achieves the 20 Gbps information
throughput is that of [37], which uses a fully-parallel
architecture for the turbo decoding. Likewise, the
only LDPC decoders that have reached information
throughputs in excess of 20 Gbps have adopted fully
parallel architectures. In particular, a decoded throughput of T = 52 Gbps and a latency of 0.045 µs have
been demonstrated in [45] for the 10GBASE-T LDPC
code, which has a block length of K = 1723 bits and a

coding rate of R = 0.84. Likewise, the state-of-the-art
LDPC ASIC implementation of [55] achieves not only
a high information throughput, but also an outstanding
energy efficiency of 987 bit/nJ. However, the LDPC
decoders of [45] and [55] only support this single
combination of block length K and coding rate R,
which reflects the relatively inflexible nature of LDPC
decoders in general and the rigidity of fully-parallel
LDPC decoders in particular. The only polar decoders
that achieve a decoded throughput in excess of 20
Gbps have managed this by unrolling hundreds of
data blocks and pipelining their successive cancellation
decoding through the same hardware [56], as indicated
in Table VI. Using this approach, an extremely high
throughput of 208 Gbps has been demonstrated for a
coding rate of R = 1/2, although the latency experienced by each K = 1024-bit data block is 3.21 µs.
However, this pipelining approach severely limits the
flexibility of the polar decoder. Furthermore, the SC
technique for polar decoding results in a degraded error
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Fig. 8: Key characteristics of ASIC channel decoder implementations

correction capability, compared to the more complex
SCL decoding technique, as it will be discussed in
Section IV-B.
However, a high degree of parallel processing implies having a large chip area, and a high cost. For this
reason, the key consideration in the selection of the 5G
channel code is the area-efficiency, which quantifies
the ratio of information throughput to chip area, as
seen in Figure 9. At first sight, it may be expected
that the area efficiency should remain constant upon
varying the degree of parallel processing, since this
scales both the information throughput and the area.
However, Figure 9 shows that decoders having
higher information throughputs and degrees of parallel
processing tend to have higher area efficiencies. This
may be explained by the observation that while the
datapath area of a decoder scales linearly with the
parallelism, the memory and controller parts tend to
increase slower than linearly. Owing to this, decoders
having a high information throughput tend to have
high area-efficiencies, that are dominated by the particular parts that scale with the grade of parallelism,
such as the datapath. By contrast, decoders having a
low information throughput tend to have low areaefficiencies that are dominated by the specific parts
that do not scale with the grade of parallelism, such
as the memory and controller. For similar reasons, the
same trend is shown in Figure 9 in terms of powerefficiency, with higher information throughputs leading
to higher power-efficiency.
However, there are some special cases that do not

follow the tendency observed above, such as the fully
parallel turbo decoder implementation of [37]. Here,
the number of clock cycles required per decoding
iteration indeed scales down linearly with the grade of
parallelism. However, the number of iterations required
by a fully parallel turbo decoder is higher than that of a
conventional turbo decoder, when aiming for achieving
the same error correction capability. Owing to this,
the achievable information throughput does not scale
up linearly with the grade of parallelism, leading to
reduced area and power efficiency.
B. Error correction capability vs. area- and energyefficiency
As described in Section II-C, there is a 5G requirement to facilitate reliable error correction at channel
Signal to Noise Ratios (SNRs) per bit (Eb /N0 ) that
are as close as possible to the channel capacity bound,
where a BLER of 10−2 is targeted as a complement
to HARQ in eMBB applications and 10−5 is targeted for URLLC applications. Figure 10 characterises
the discrepancy between the channel capacity Eb /N0
bound and the specific Eb /N0 value, where a Bit Error
Rate (BER) of 10−4 is obtained for various channel
decoder implementations, when using Binary Phase
Shift Keying (BPSK) modulation for communication
over an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN)
channel. This approach is adopted, since nearly all
of the papers considered present BER plots, rather
than BLER plots, and consider BPSK and AWGN.
Figure 10 also presents the scaled area-efficiency,
15
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while the shape and color of the data points indicate
the type of decoder and the scaled energy-efficiency.
Note that the legend of Figure 10 is inherited from
Figure 9, which is provided below this figure again for
convenience. Note that fewer data points are presented
in Figure 10 than were presented in Figure 9, since
many papers do not characterise the error correction
capability of their proposed decoder.
Rather than comparing the minimum Eb /N0 value
required for each channel decoder implementation
to achieve the target BER, Figure 10 compares the
discrepancy between this Eb /N0 value and the channel
capacity Eb /N0 bound, which gives a fairer comparison of the error correction capability of various channel decoder implementations having different coding
rates R. In order to illustrate this, Figure 12 plots the
Discrete-input Continuous-output Memoryless Channel (DCMC) capacity associated with using BPSK for
communication over an AWGN channel as a function
of Eb /N0 . This is compared with points corresponding
to each channel decoder implementation, which plot
the spectral efficiency of each decoder versus the
minimum Eb /N0 value that it requires to achieve a
BER of 10−4 , when using BPSK to communicate over
an AWGN channel. If ideal Nyquist pulse shaping
having zero excess-bandwidth is employed, the spectral efficiency of a decoder is numerically equal to its
effective throughput of, η = R × log2 (M ) [57], where
R is the coding rate of the decoder and M = 2 is the
number of constellation points employed by BPSK,
resulting in η = R. Note that while many of the
papers considered present flexible channel decoders
that support different coding rates and hence different spectral efficiencies, they typically only provide
hardware performance results for a single coding rate
and spectral efficiency, as plotted in Figure 12.
Figure 10 shows that turbo decoders tend to have
the best error correction capability, with most of them
exhibiting less than 1.5 dB discrepancies from the
channel capacity. This may be explained by the long
block lengths K, comprising thousands of information
bits that are supported in the Long Term Evolution
(LTE) turbo code. This enables stronger error correction than is possible when using blocks comprising
only hundreds of information bits, as is typical for
the LDPC and polar decoders considered. Owing to
this, most LDPC and polar decoders exhibit more than
1.5 dB discrepancy from channel capacity, which may
even exceed 2.5 dB. However, there are some specific
LDPC and polar decoder implementations that offer
similar error correction capability to turbo decoders.

The polar decoder of [48] has a 1.5 dB discrepancy
from the channel capacity, as a benefit of using the
SCL decoding algorithm with a list size of L = 4,
rather than the SC algorithm. Outside of the ASIC
implementation literature, it has been shown [87] that
polar decoders employing large list sizes can achieve
superior error correction capability to LDPC and turbo
decoders employing large numbers of iterations, particularly at short block lengths K. Furthermore, the
LDPC decoder of [63] and several other similar LDPC
decoder implementations also exhibit reliable error
correction capability as well as extremely high areaand energy-efficiency. These LDPC decoders adopt
fully parallel architectures, in order to achieve the high
information throughputs supported by the 10GBASET Ethernet standard. This allows these decoders to
perform a high number of decoding iterations, hence
enabling reliable error correction. Note that state-ofthe-art LDPC and polar code constructions have been
adopted by the 3GPP 5G New Radio standard. It is
expected that the error correction performance loss
compared to turbo codes will be soon eliminated when
implementations of the 5G LDPC and polar codes [42]
become available for comparison. Alternatively, the
non-binary LDPC ASIC implementation of [66] has
largely reduced the error correction performance gap
from turbo decoders.
Figure 10 suggests that the error correction capability is not directly correlated with the area- and energyefficiency, as inferred from the various decoders considered here. However, for a particular decoder, it
may be expected that performing more iterations or
using a larger SCL list size would improve the error
correction capability, albeit at the cost of degrading the
information throughput and hence both the area- and
energy-efficiency.
C. Reconfiguration flexibility vs. area- and energyefficiency
As described in Section II-D, 5G NR requires
the channel decoder to support a wide variety of
information block lengths K, as well as coding rates
R = K/N . In this section, we quantify the flexibility
of each channel decoder by the number of supported
combinations of block length K and coding rate R.
Figure 11 characterises the flexibility, scaled average
area-efficiency and energy-efficiency that is achieved
by each turbo, LDPC and polar decoder ASIC considered. In the case of the turbo decoders, the number of
information block lengths K supported is determined
by the number of interleavers supported, which is 188
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for the LTE turbo code. As we mentioned in Section
III-A, turbo codes achieve single bit granularly for the
encoded block length N using puncturing or repetition,
and hence they support a large number of coding rates
R. Rather than quantifying the very large number of
combinations of K and R supported by the turbo
decoders, Figure 11 quantifies only the number of
supported information block lengths K instead. Hence,
the flexibility of the turbo decoders considered is even
better than that quantified in Figure 11. Note that the
5G LDPC and polar codes [42] flexibly support singlebit granularity for both the information- and encodedblock length, although published implementations are
not currently available in the open literature for consideration in this paper.
By contrast, LDPC codes used in the existing standards require a different PCM for each supported combination of block length K and coding rate R, hence
resulting in the relatively low flexibilities observed in
Figure 11. In principle, polar codes can have single
bit granularly of the block length K and coding rate
R, using only a single frozen bit selection sequence.

However, this high grade of flexibility has not yet been
demonstrated in any existing ASIC implementations.
Indeed, the majority of polar decoder ASICs in the
literature support only a single combination of block
length K and coding rate R, as shown in Figure 11.
This may be because many of the existing polar
decoder ASIC implementations in the literature have
focused their attention on the implementation of the
SC or SCL algorithm, without any consideration of
the circuits required for frozen bit insertion or rate
matching. This is because these circuits can operate
relatively independently of the core decoder, which
is reminiscent of the rate matching circuit of a turbo
decoder.
As shown in Figure 11, the turbo decoder implementations considered have the highest flexibility
among the three types of channel decoders, as discussed above. The LDPC decoder ASICs that achieve
the highest area-efficiencies [45], [58], [63], [67]–
[72] typically support only a single combination of
block length K and coding rate R. This is because
these LDPC decoders adopt fully-parallel architec19
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Fig. 12: Bandwidth efficiency versus minimum Eb /N0 value required to achieve a BER of 10−4 for various
channel decoder implementations.

tures, which only support a single PCM and a high
coding rate R. More specifically, these ASICs are
physically laid out in a manner that resembles the
factor graph structure [88] described by the PCM,
using hard-wired connections between registers and
dedicated computational hardware for each VN and
CN. While this approach prevents flexibility, it allows
the LDPC decoding process to be completed using
a minimal number of clock cycles and without the
requirement for additional memory, switchable interconnections or a complex controller. Owing to this
lack of flexibility, it is the LDPC decoders of [45],
[58], [63], [67]–[72] that offer the best throughputs,
latencies, hardware-efficiencies and energy-efficiencies
among all of the channel decoder ASICs, as described
above. By contrast, the flexible LDPC decoder ASICs
of Figure 11 support more than one PCM by employing partially-parallel architectures, such as the
row parallel [44] or block parallel [43] architecture.
More specifically, these ASICs employ a bank of
computational hardware, which can be flexibly reused
at different times to perform the processing associated with different VNs and CNs of different PCMs.
However, this approach requires the employment of
additional memory, switchable interconnections and
a complex controller. As exemplified in Figure 13,
these components typically occupy around 75% of the
chip area in the case of LDPC decoders that support

around 100 PCMs, as may be required for meeting the
flexibility requirement of 5G. Owing to this, it is these
additional hardware components that dominate the
throughput, latency, hardware-efficiency and energyefficiency of the resultant ASICs, particularly as the
number of supported PCMs is increased, as shown
in Figure 11. This may be attributed to the irregular structures and high interconnection complexity, as
described in Section III. By contrast, turbo decoders
have regular structures associated with significantly
reduced interconnection complexities. As a result, the
corresponding hardware typically occupies only 30%
of the chip area, as exemplified in Figure 13. Owing to this, partially-parallel turbo decoders typically
offer superior flexibilities, information throughputs,
latencies, hardware efficiencies and energy efficiencies
than partially-parallel LDPC decoders, as shown in
Figure 11.
D. Summary
Having compared numerous turbo, LDPC and polar
decoder implementations in terms of their information
throughput, error correction performance, flexibility,
area efficiency and energy efficiency, some relative
advantages and disadvantages can be observed. The
ASIC implementations of turbo decoders offer the best
error correction performance owing to their natural
support for low coding rates and long block lengths,
20
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TABLE V: Comparison between turbo, LDPC and polar decoders included in this paper.
Parameter
Computational complexity
Information throughput
Area efficiency
Energy efficiency
Error correction
mance
Flexibility

perfor-

Turbo decoder
Higher for most coding rates.
Low at low coding rates
Low. Enhanced by fullyparallel structure
Low for most coding rate.
High at low coding rates.
Low for most coding rates.
High at low coding rates.
Similar at long block lengths.

LDPC Decoder
Lower for most coding rates.
High at low coding rates
High for high coding rates
and parallel structure
High for most coding rates.
Low at low coding rates.
High for most coding rate.
Low at low coding rates.
Similar at long block lengths.

High flexibility

Partial flexibility

and its inherent flexibility.
Our findings are summarised by the comparison of
the three types of channel decoder implementations
presented in Table V. We observed that most of existing turbo decoders offer limited information throughput owing to the serial nature of the Log-BCJR algorithm. This leads to lower area- and energy-efficiencies
at most of the practical coding rates R, although they
maintain these efficiencies at low coding rates, in
contrast to the family of LDPC and polar decoders.
However, among the decoder ASICs considered in
this paper, the turbo decoders have the best error
correction performance and offer the highest flexibility
in terms of supporting various combinations of block
lengths and coding rates. By contrast, LDPC and polar
decoder implementations have both a high information throughput as well as high area- and energyefficiencies for most practical coding rates. However,
the state-of-the-art in LDPC and polar coding has
recently been substantially advanced during the design
of 3GPP 5G New Radio. More specifically, the New
Radio implementations of both codes enable flexibility
both in terms of the block length and coding rate with
single bit granularity. Furthermore, the error correction
performance of both codes has been improved relative
to previous implementations. While polar codes offer
the best error correction performance at short block
lengths, turbo, LDPC and polar codes offer similar
performance at block lengths above 1000 bits. By
contrast, most of the LDPC and polar decoder implementations considered in this paper support only
shorter block lengths of up to 1024 bits, where their
error correction ability is weaker. While it may be
expected that flexible LDPC and polar decoder implementations of 3GPP 5G New Radio codes will
emerge in the future, many of the ASIC implementations that were available at the time of writing this
paper do not meet the error correction performance

Polar Decoder
Lower for most coding rates
High for pipeline structure
High for most coding rates.
High for most coding rates.
Superior for short block lengths.
Very high potential

and flexibility requirements of 5G NR. However, the
ASIC implementations considered in this paper do not
meet the error correction performance and flexibility
requirements of 5G NR. In the case of the LDPC
decoders, this may be explained by the limited error
correction performance and flexibility of the LDPC
codes used in the existing standards. Furthermore,
despite their great potential, the implementation of
polar decoders having full flexibility has not been
demonstrated in the previous ASIC implementations.
Likewise, at the time of writing only low list sizes have
been considered for the ASIC implementation of SCL
polar decoders, while an improved error correction
performance can only be expected at higher list sizes.
Owing to the lack of some important details in
some publications, the comparison of the many ASIC
channel decoder implementations considered in this
paper has been challenging. Therefore, we recommend
valued Colleagues that future ASIC channel decoder
designers include the following important details in
their implementation-oriented papers:
•

•

•

Provide values for every parameter of the algorithm and implementation, especially the most
important parameters considered in Table VI.
State both the average and the worst-case processing latency of the decoder for a variety of
block lengths and coding rates, or provide an
approximate formulaic relationship between the
information throughput and processing latency.
Provide BLER plots and tabulate the Eb /N0 value
that is required to achieve a BLER of 10−2
by the decoder, for a variety of block lengths
and coding rates. Identify the type of simulated
channel and modulation scheme, which should
preferably be BPSK modulation for transmission
over an AWGN channel, since this allows direct
comparison with the majority of previous publications.
22
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Provide the power- or energy-consumption for a
variety of block lengths and coding rates.
• Quantify the flexibility of the decoder in terms of
the number of supported block length and coding
rate combinations.
There is still a significant amount of further work
that can be completed on the implementation of channel decoders. In particular, there is a need for further
research on flexible, high-performance, high-efficiency
implementations of turbo, LDPC and polar decoders.
For example, the hardware implementation of irregular
turbo decoding [89] has not yet been demonstrated,
which would improve the attainable error correction
capability. Likewise, the performance of LDPC decoders can be significantly enhanced by invoking informed dynamic scheduling [90]. However, this benefit
comes at the cost of increased implementation complexity owing to its adaptive decoding schedules. Polar
decoding can be enhanced by implementing SoftInput Soft-Output (SISO) decoding [91], which would
facilitate ASIC-based turbo detection for the first time
for polar codes. Likewise, the ASIC implementation
of HARQ [92] for polar decoding is another challenge
that remains unsolved at the time of writing. It is not
possible to say that any one type of channel code is
superior to any other, since all codes have different
advantages and disadvantages.
•
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SURVEY AND COMPARISON OF TURBO, LDPC AND POLAR DECODER ASIC IMPLEMENTATIONS

A PPENDIX

Ref.

Code and Standard

Coding Rate

Information Block Length

Average Scaled Throughput
(decoded Mbps)

Scaled Average Area Efficiency
(Mbps/mm2 )

Scaled Average Power Efficiency
(bit/nJ)

Energy Required (Eb /N0 in dB)

TABLE VI: Comparison of ASIC implementation of channel decoders.

[64]
[64]
[79]
[80]
[80]
[81]
[82]
[51]
[83]
[84]
[85]
[61]
[61]
[51]
[51]
[37]
[36]
[93]
[94]
[52]
[52]
[95]
[96]
[97]
[98]
[73]
[99]
[100]
[94]
[101]
[102]
[52]
[52]
[103]
[104]
[105]
[106]
[95]
[96]
[97]
[77]
[107]
[108]
[109]
[78]
[110]
[111]
[112]
[113]

Turbo LTE
Turbo HSDPA
Turbo LTE
Turbo LTE
Turbo HSDPA+
Turbo LTE
Turbo LTE
Turbo LTE
Turbo LTE
Turbo LTE
Turbo LTE
Turbo LTE
Turbo LTE
Turbo LTE
Turbo LTE
Turbo LTE
Turbo LTE
Turbo LTE
LDPC WiFi
LDPC WiFi
LDPC WiFi
LDPC WiFi
LDPC WiFi
LDPC WiFi
LDPC WiFi
LDPC WiFi
LDPC WiFi
LDPC WiFi
LDPC WiMAX
LDPC WiMAX
LDPC WiMAX
LDPC WiMAX
LDPC WiMAX
LDPC WiMAX
LDPC WiMAX
LDPC WiMAX
LDPC WiMAX
LDPC WiMAX
LDPC WiMAX
LDPC WiMAX
LDPC WiMAX
LDPC WiMAX
LDPC WiMAX
LDPC WiMAX
LDPC WiMAX
LDPC WiMAX
LDPC WiMAX
LDPC WiMAX
LDPC WiMAX

1/3
1/3
1/3
1/3
1/3
1/3
1/3
1/3
1/3
1/3
1/3
1/3
1/3
0.94
1/3
2/3
1/2
5/6
1/2 to 23/24
1/2 to 5/6
1/2
1/2 to 13/16
1/2,2/3,3/4,5/6
2/3
1/2
1/2
1/2
5/6
1/2
1/2,2/3,3/4,5/6
1/2,2/3,3/4,5/6
2/3
1/2 to 23/24
1/2 to 5/6
1/2,2/3,3/4,5/6
1/2
802.16e
5/6
1/2
1/2
5/6
1/2
1/2,2/3,3/4,5/6
1/2,2/3,3/4,5/6

6144
5144
6144
6144
5144
6144
6144
3200
6016
6144
6144
5144
6144
6144
6144
6144
3016
6144
576-2304
336-8640
336-8640
576-2304
576-2304
576-2304
1024
1944
648-1944
648-1944
576-2304
576-2304
576-2304
336-8640
336-8640
576-2304
576-2304
576-2304
576-2304
576-2304
576-2304
576-2304
576-2304
576-2304
576-2304
576-2304
576-2304
576
576-2304
576-2304
2304

1388
1130
792
1156.154
571.8462
691.7
1013
781.2
393.7846154
257.6769231
1.426153846
47.8
211.2
607.6107692
4578.923077
21900
2150
1280
586.2307692
474.9231
2709.692
372.2404654
195.6433846
1107.858528
142.35
3145.88
8530.510666
1618.294
586.2307692
1205
141
474.9231
2709.692
116.3251454
293.5
190.5
184.6176923
372.2404654
195.6433846
1107.858528
142.35
60.6
248.7993231
328.0492197
535
255.36
150.6687598
703.824
1835

1369.697
1682.424
397.9899497
112.7902
228.0382
496.9109195
406.8273092
875.2941176
359.4990572
146.1561624
7.811899343
149.375
132
190.9650686
444.4823839
200.9174312
279.2207792
154.2168675
98.23210251
164.6480033
939.4055106
282.0729022
60.30219051
606.8405124
1259.734513
1677.942495
1994.433147
3499.014054
98.23210251
1590.759076
68.03377563
164.6480033
939.4055106
35.68222213
533.6363636
142.4831713
521.2689415
282.0729022
60.30219051
606.8405124
1259.734513
54.47191011
177.9806162
208.2852188
869.9186992
1064
340.8331373
209.4714286
2293

3.225806
2.626197
0
0.65729443
1.328912467
1.089291339
1.048654244
0.990239574
0
1.739884693
0.34200332
0.637758506
0.563575717
2.233534661
3.156789436
2.276980661
0
1.514792899
2.884148375
7.24301611
0.434860357
0.370536713
2.702093971
8.851660101
3.035264484
2.711538462
2.884148375
7.24301611
0.440625551
2.921166018
0.434860357
0.370536713
2.702093971
1.158699809
1.21499711
1.897163121
0.913143999
6.120208696
-

0.49
0.49
0.5588
0.5804
0.75
0.803
0.81
0.6
0.633
0.794
0.738
0.503
1.159
0.79
1.573
3.568
2.141
2.448
2.81
1.573
3.568
1.752
2.527
2.809
1.77
2.156
2.598
1.708
2.326
2.25
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Code and Standard

Coding Rate

Information Block Length

Average Scaled Throughput
(decoded Mbps)

Scaled Average Area Efficiency
(Mbps/mm2 )

Scaled Average Power Efficiency
(bit/nJ)

Energy Required (Eb /N0 in dB)
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[114]
[105]
[65]
[74]
[73]
[73]
[75]
[75]
[75]
[75]
[76]
[63]
[58]
[67]
[68]
[69]
[45]
[70]
[71]
[72]
[55]
[66]
[115]
[116]
[116]
[116]
[116]
[117]
[60]
[60]
[60]
[60]
[60]
[60]
[60]
[60]
[118]
[118]
[56]
[62]
[62]
[62]
[62]
[62]
[62]
[62]
[62]
[62]
[62]
[119]
[119]
[119]
[119]
[120]

LDPC
LDPC DVB-S2
LDPC WiGig
LDPC WiGig
LDPC WiGig
LDPC WiGig
LDPC WiGig
LDPC WiGig
LDPC WiGig
LDPC WiGig
LDPC WiGig
LDPC 10GBASE-T
LDPC 10GBASE-T
LDPC 10GBASE-T
LDPC 10GBASE-T
LDPC 10GBASE-T
LDPC 10GBASE-T
LDPC 10GBASE-T
LDPC 10GBASE-T
LDPC 10GBASE-T
LDPC 10GBASE-T
LDPC 10GBASE-T
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible

1/2,5/8,3/4,13/16
1/4-/10
1/2
802.11ad
802.11ad
802.11ad
1/2
5/8
3/4
4/5
802.11ad
0.841
0.833
0.833
0.833
0.833
0.841
0.833
0.841
0.841
0.83
0.89
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

672
64800
672
672
672
672
672
672
672
672
672
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
3600
8352
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512

2920.6
384
6401.893491
1260
2140.384615
2140.384615
646.1538462
1292.307692
2584.615385
5169.230769
3221.822485
17246.82617
71407.6848
8581.347656
200826.8329
20124.10156
52909.2503
69475.26367
47700
16186.15385
15680
334.769
271.3846154
246.1
244.2
242.4
240.6
692.3076923
497.28
493.48
494.74
486.06
487.36
474.07
470.59
476.69
250.6153846
171.6923077
25600
1165.153846
931.8461538
776.7692308
666
582.9230769
1280.769231
1048.153846
886.1538462
768.4615385
677.7692308
300
501
262
401
463.8461538

272.3395
99.45609946
1523.01153
2650.887574
3752.591918
4135.509461
190.3201335
380.640267
761.2805341
1522.561068
4744.827329
6387.713397
21457.67086
3900.612571
97968.73371
7317.855114
10566.19644
25263.73224
8912.096461
5799.402496
1572.764
26.80265
608.5235848
396.9354839
230.3773585
128.9361702
63.65079365
3656.470588
2902.823529
2078.739496
1299.625668
752.0987654
398.3781513
206.7618629
107.1213483
150.1467911
46.62345382
7619.047619
373.7928501
181.4071844
52.73338225
11.24443781
2.232327392
688.1836422
166.4577849
32.787141
4.686787536
1.227982273
154.6391753
236.3207547
66.16161616
93.69158879
505.2654446

12.0972
38.56562344
15.79619642
18.66072027
104.2183623
92.30769231
68.01619433
28.71794872
60.10862846
47.66599126
17.03571429
10.38239503
987.4994
16.68112
5.608407666
33.16062176
0.46728972
0.634177215
0.178474114
0.279247911
-

3.042
2.833
3.12
3.439
3.894
3.913
3.864
4.018
4.011
4.007
3.738
3.86
4.2
2.83
2.179
2
2.516
3.066
3.322
2.172
2.172
1.9
1.9
2.256
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Code and Standard

Coding Rate
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[120]
[120]
[121]
[121]
[121]
[121]
[121]
[121]
[122]
[123]
[124]
[125]
[125]
[125]
[125]
[126]
[126]
[126]
[126]
[126]
[126]
[126]
[126]
[126]
[127]
[127]
[128]
[129]
[130]
[59]
[59]
[59]
[59]
[59]
[56]
[56]
[56]
[56]
[129]
[129]
[48]
[48]
[48]
[48]
[48]
[48]
[48]
[48]
[48]
[48]
[48]
[48]
[48]
[48]

Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Inflexible
Polar Flexible
Polar Flexible
Polar Flexible
Polar Flexible
Polar Flexible
Polar Flexible
Polar Flexible
Polar Flexible
Polar Flexible
Polar Flexible
Polar Flexible
Polar Flexible
Polar Flexible
Polar Flexible
Polar Flexible
Polar Flexible
Polar Flexible
Polar Flexible
Polar Flexible
Polar Flexible
Polar Flexible
Polar Flexible
Polar Flexible
Polar Flexible
Polar Flexible

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.85
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

512
512
480
480
480
480
480
480
1024
4096
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
4096
4096
4096
16384
16384
16384
32768
32768
1024
1024
1024
-

425.0769231
340.6153846
342
433.3846154
459.6923077
441.6923077
551.0769231
524.7692308
609.2307692
218.8034188
1273.846154
221.5384615
250.6153846
200.7692308
239.5384615
1844.307692
1578.461538
1035.692308
2323.384615
2002.153846
1326.461538
2997.129481
2724.94276
2034.480402
1093.4
639.8
80.81
1240
825.23
4043.076923
3918.461538
3890.769231
3724.615385
3544.615385
25600
25600
25600
25600
3720
2480
1514.769231
1514.769231
3345.230769
7994.769231
1855.384615
1855.384615
4079.076923
9700.615385
2556.923077
2556.923077
2636.923077
2786.153846
5483.076923
13075.38462

228.9158352
91.20308801
291.1494845
343.6176785
264.0214487
237.5967228
376.5155037
331.1607815
78.28369419
163.4649659
523.0598824
434.4210953
237.5967228
202.841652
892.8869947
395.0604373
137.5060678
651.2133771
297.0935599
103.712834
461.8951806
219.6867375
84.42476116
189.29
110.75
34.081
1797.1
1182.8
25330.79868
11112.89467
4913.851263
2358.217553
1057.515405
7485.380117
8888.888889
2983.682984
3575.418994
2695.652174
1797.101449
768.268418
625.8738405
1382.185739
3303.286613
396.1101036
322.1982545
708.3552671
1684.567889
245.8390191
205.2776399
211.7002857
223.6809903
440.1982603
1049.732047

1.957
12.9
2.13
28.0466258
19.54453217
16.97296451
14.21488358
12.86819348
56.63716814
23.44322344
33.77308707
17.2972973
8.651162791
12.91666667
-

2.098
2.061
1.887
1.887
1.896
2.111
1.372
1.729
2.142
1.86
1.697
1.584
2.06
2.533
2.648
1.857
2.139
2.591
1.639
1.77
2.078
4.221
4.221
4.242
4.311
4.455
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Average Scaled Throughput
(decoded Mbps)

Scaled Average Area Efficiency
(Mbps/mm2 )

Scaled Average Power Efficiency
(bit/nJ)

Energy Required (Eb /N0 in dB)

Polar
Polar
Polar
Polar
Polar
Polar
Polar
Polar

Coding Rate

[131]
[127]
[127]
[128]
[128]
[132]
[132]
[132]

Code and Standard

Ref.
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Flexible
Flexible
Flexible
Flexible
Flexible
Flexible
Flexible
Flexible

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

1024
1024
2048
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024

80.554
797.8
13.29
80.812
56.38
1145
1340
1527

2279.5
21.295
1.873
34.08
24.78
112.12
318.4
644.9

220.5
1.94
1.04
-

1.8
1.3
-
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